We consider exploration problems where a robot has to construct a complete map of an unknown environment.
Introduction
Suppose that a robot has to construct a complete map of an unknown environment using a path that is as short as possible.
In many situations it is convenient to model the environment in which the robot operates by a graph.
This allows to neglect geometric features of the environment and to concentrate on combinatorial aspects of the exploration problem. Deng and Papadimitriou [9] formulated thus the following exploration problem.
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R. Henzingert graph. The robot uisits an edge when it traverses the edge. A node or edge is ezplored when it is visited for the first time. The goal is to determine a map, i.e. the adjacency matrix, of the graph using the minimum number R of edge traversals. At any point in time the robot knows (1) all visit ed nodes and edges and can recognize them when encountered again: and (2) the number of unvisited edges leaving any visited node. The robot does not know the head of unvisited edges leaving a visited node or the unvisited edges leading into a visited node. At, each point in time, the robot visits a current node and has the choice of leaving the current, node by traversing a specific known or an arbitrary (i.e. given by an adversary) unvisited outgoing edge. An edge can only be traversed from tail to head, not vice versa.
If the graph is Eulerian, ?rn edge traversals suffice [9] , where m is the number of edges. This immediately implies that undirected graphs can be explored with at most 4m traversals.
For a non-Eulerian graph, let the deficiency d be the minimum number of edges that have to be added to make the graph Euleriau. Deng and Papadimitriou [9] suggested to study the dependence of R on m and d and showed the first upper and lower bounds:
they gave a graph such that any algorithm needs f2(d2 rn/ log d) edge traversals, and they also presented an algorithm that achieves an upper bound of do(d) rn. Koutsoupias [12] improved the lower bound to f2(d2m). Deug and Papadimitriou asked the question whether the exponent ial gap between the upper and lower bound can be closed. Our paper is a first step in this direction: we give an algorithm that is subexponential in d, namely it achieves an upper bound of d"tl"g') m. We also show a matching lower bound for our algorithm and exponential lower bounds for various other exploration algorithms.
Note that d arises also in the complexity of the "offline" version of the problem: Consider a directed cycle wit h one edge replaced by d + 1 parallel edges. On this graph any Eulerian traversal requires Q (din) edge traversals.
A simple modification of the Eulerian online algorithm solves the offline problem on any directed graph with O(clm) edge traversals.
Related Work. Exploration and navigation problems for robots have been studied extensively in the past. The exploration problem in this paper was formulated by Deng and Papadimitriou based on a learning probleIII proposed by Rive+{ [M] . t3et lie ( / 01. [6] and .!werbuch 6/ 0/. [1] studied the ])roblem of exploring an undirected graph and requiring additionally that the robot returns to its starting point every so often. Bender and Slonim [7] showed how two cooperating robots can learn a directed graph with indistinguishable nodes. where each node has the same number of outgoing edges. Subsequent to the work in [9] . Deug et al. [8] investigated a geometric exploration problem, whose goal is to explore a room with or without polygonal obstacles. Hoffmann et al. [11] gave an improved exploration strategy for rooms without obstacles. More generally, theoretical studies of exploration and navigation problems in unknown environments were initiated by Papadimitriou and Yannakakis [13] . They considered the problem of finding a shortest path from a point s to a point t in an unknown environment and presented many geometric and graph based variants of this problem. Blum et al. [5] investigated the problem of finding a shortest path in an unfamiliar terrain with convex obstacles. More work on this problem includes [2, 3, 4] .
Our Results. Our main result is a new robot strategy that explores an arbitrary graph with deficiency d and traverses each edge at most (d + 1)6d2 'Dgd times, see Section 3. (The total number of traversals is also O(min{dn2 +m, rim}), where n is the number of nodes. ) The algorithm does not need to know d in advance.
In Section 4 we demonstrate that our analysis is tight: There exists a graph that is explored by our algorithm using dnflOgdJ m edge traversals.
We also show that various variants of the algorithm have the same lower bound. In Section 2, we sketch lower bounds of 2Qt~Jm, resp. dn(iog') m for various other natural exploration algorithms to give some intuition for the problem.
Our exploration algorithm tries to explore new edges that have not been visited so far. That is, starting at some visited node z with unvisited outgoing edges, the robot explores new edges until it gets stuck at a node y, i.e., it reaches y on an unvisited incoming edge and y has no unvisited outgoing edge. Since the robot is not allowed to traverse edges in the reverse direction, an adversary can always force the robot to visit unvisited nodes until it finally gets stuck at a visited node.
The robot then relocates, using visited edges, to some visited node : with unexplored outgoing edges and continues the exploration.
The choice of; is the on] y difference between various algorithms and the relocation to u is the only step where the robot traverses visited edges. To minimize R we have to minimize the tota] number of edges traversed during all relocations. It turns out that a locally greedy algorithm that tries to minimize the number of traversed edges during each relocation is not '(d)m (see Section 2). optimal: it has a lower bound of 2 Instead. our algorithm uses a divide-and-conquer approach. The robot explores a graph with deficiency d by 2~,lllgraphs f~ith cleficiencie~ (1/2 each and  explorin:  {1  uses the sanle approach   recursirelj on each of the subgraphs.
To create subgraphs Ivith small deficiencies, the robot keeps track of visited nodes that have more visited outgoing than visited incoming edges. Intuitively, these nodes are e.rpensi~'e because the robot. when exploring new edges. can get stuck there. The relocation strategy tries to keep portions of the explored subgraphs "balanced" with respect to their expensive nodes. If the robot gets stuck at some node, then it relocates to a node c such that "its" portion of the explored subgraph contains the minimum number of expensive nodes.
2
Lower bounds for various algorithms
In this section we give lower bounds of 2Q(') m, resp. dn(log') m for a locally greedy, a generalized greedy, a depth-first, and a breadth-first algorithm. Let G be a directed, strongly connected graph and let v be a node of G. Let in(v) and out(v) denote the number of incoming, resp. outgoing edges of v. Let the balance bal (v) = out(v) -in(v) . 
Greedy:
If stuck at a node y, move to the nearest node z that has new outgoing edges.
Generalized-Greedy:
At any time, for each path in the subgraph explored so far, define a lexicographic vector as follows. For each edge on the path, determine its current cost, which is the number of times the edge was traversed so far. Sort these costs in non-increasing order and assign this vector to the path. Whenever stuck at a node y, out of all paths to nodes with new outgoing edges traverse the path whose vector is lexicographic minimum.
Depth-First: If stuck at a node y, move to the most recently discovered node z that can be reached and that has new outgoing edges.
Breadth-First: Let v be the node where the exploration starts initially. lf stuck at a node y, move to the node ; that has the smallest distance from v among all nodes with new outgoing edges that can be reached from y. 
Proof
Greedy: Basically Greedy fails since it is easy to "hide" a subgraph.
Whenever Greedy discovers this +Ilbgrapll. A problem P6, J = 1,2, consists of J chains of three edges each. The first edge of each chain is an incoming edge into Pb; the last edge of each chain is an outgoing edge. For b > 2, one of the incoming edges of Pd is the first edge of a chain D! consisting of three edges, the other incoming edge is the first edge of a long chain D:. For each of these chains D$, j = 1,2, (a) the last edge is an outgoing edge of P&, and (b) each of the last two interior nodes has one unvisited outgoing edge pointing into a recursive subproblem P3~-2. There are d -2 edges leaving P~-2, all of which also represent edges leaving PJ. Also, there are J-2 edges leaving P~-2 and pointing to nodes of P~-2 such that each node in P~-2 that has k more outgoing than incoming edges receives k incoming *-2. The total number of edges in D: is 2 edges from P2 plus the number of edges of D! plus the total number '-2 below D!. of edges contained in the subproblem PI c" Greedy is started at node v and traverses first chain CO. Then it either explores D; or D;. In either case, afterwards Greedy explores all edges of P:-2 since D; is prohibitively long. Thus, P:-2 is "hidden" from Greedy. W'e exploit this in the analysis: Let AJ(d) be the number of times that Greedy explores edges of a problem Pd, gets stuck at some node and cannot relocate to a suitable node by using only edges in Pb. We show that N(d) z 2b/2. Since the edge leaving v is traversed every time the algorithm cannot relocate by using only edges in Pd, the bound follows.
A problem P6 contains two subproblems P:-2 and P$-2~Note
6-2
in Pl can (a) that, because of chain D~-2.~o node reach a node of P:-2 without leaving P6.
tliat PI ')-2 is conlpletel) explord ivllell t lie exp]oratiol) of P.'J-2 starts and all paths starting in Pj-2 '?-2 lead through PI . Thus. ever-y time Greedy gets stuck in a subproblem P~-2, j E {1.2}.ancl has to leave P~J-2 in order to resume exploration, it also has to leave Pd. For P~-2 the statement follows from (a); for P~-2 it follows from (a) and (b). Thus. .Y(ci) > 2N(J -2). Since, for 6 = 1,2, ,V(c$) >1, we obtain Y(d) > 26/2. This implies that the edge e on C'. leaving u is traversed Zn(d) times. The desired bound follows by replacing e by a path consisting of 0(m) edges.
Depth-First:
IVe can use the same graph as in the case of the Greedy algorithm.
Depth-First
will explore '-2 before it will start exploring P2 . all edges in PI d-2
GeneralizedGreedy and Breadth-First:
The Balance algorithm
The algorithm
We present an algorithm that explores an unknown, strongly connected graph with deficiency d, without knowing d in advance. First we give some definitions. At the start of the algorithm, all edges are unoisited or new. An edge becomes visited whenever the robot traverses it. A node is finished whenever all its outgoing edges are visited. The robot is stuck at a node y if the robot enters a finished node y on an unvisited edge. A sink is discovered whenever the robot gets stuck at the sink for the first time. We assume that whenever the robot discovers a new sink, the subgraph of explored edges is strongly connected. This does not hold in general, but by properly restarting the algorithm at most d times the problem can be reduced to the case described here (details are given in the full version of the paper).
Assume the algorithm knew the d missing edges (Sl, tl), (sz, tz),..., (sol, td) and a path from each s~to ti. Then a modified version of the Eulerian algorithm could be executed: Whenever the original Eulerian algorithm traverses an edge (si, ti ),the modified Eulerian algorithm traverses the corresponding path from si to ti. Obviously, the modified algorithm traverses each edge at most 2d + 2 times. Thus, the problem is to find the missing edges and corresponding paths.
Our algorithm tries to find the missing edges by maintaining d edge-disjoint chains such that the endnode of chain i is Si and the startnode of chain i is our current guess of ti. As the algorithm progresses paths can be appended at the start of each chain. At termination, the startnode of chain i is indeed ti. To mark chain i all edges on chain i are colored with color i.
The algorithm consists of two phases. During each subphase the robot visits a current node z of a current chain C' and makes progress towards finishing the nodes of C. The current node of the first subphase is s, its current chain is C'o. The current node and current chain of subphase j depend on the outcome of subphase j -1.
A chain can be in one of three states:
progress, or finished.~chain C is finished when all its nodes are finished; C is in progress in subphase j if C was a current chain in a subphase j' < j and C is not yet finished; C is fresh if its edges are explored, but C
is not yet in progress.
At the same time up to d + 1 chains in progress and up to d fresh chains can exist. The invariant that there are always at most d + 1 chains in progress is convenient but not essential in the analysis of the algorithm. The invariant that there exist always at most d fresh chains in crucial. Every startnode of a fresh chain has more visited outgoing that visited incoming edges and, thus, the robot can get stuck there. In the analysis we require that there always exist at most d such nodes.
The algorithm marks the current guess for ti with a token~i. for 1 s i s d. ln fact, every start node of a fresh chain represents the current guess for some ti, 1 < i < d, and thus has a token ri. To simplify the description of the relocation process, each token is also assigned an oumer which is a chain that contains the node on which the token is placed. Note that a node can be the current guess for more than one node ti and, thus, have more than one token.
From a high-level point of view, at any time, the subgraph explored so far is partitioned into chains, namely Co and the chains generated in Phase 2. During the actual exploration in the subphases, the robot travels between chains. While doing so, it generates or extends fresh chains, which will be taken into progress later, and finishes the chains currently in progress.
We give the details of a subphase. First, the algorithm tests if x has an unvisited outgoing edge. If x has no unvisited outgoing edge and x is the endnode of C, procedure Relocate is called to decide which chain becomes the current chain and to move the robot to the startnode .z of this chain. Node J becomes the current node.
If .r IIas utl\isited o~ltgoillg edges, the robot repeatedl~explores unvisited edges until it gets stllck at a node y. Let P be the path traversed, lye distinguish four cases:
Case 1: y = t Cut C at r and add P to C. See Figure 2 . The robot ret urns to x and the next, phase has the same current node and current chain. Case 2: y # x, y has a token Ti and is the startnode of a fresh chain D (see Figure 3 ) Append P at D to create a longer fresh chain, and move the token from y to r. The current chain C becomes the owner of the token, the previous owner becomes the current chain, and y becomes the current node. Case 3: y # x, y has a token q but is not the startnode of a fresh chain. This is the same as Case 2 except that no fresh chain starts at y. The algorithm creates a new fresh chain of color i consisting of P. It moves the token from y to z and C becomes the owner of the token. The previous owner of the token becomes the current chain and y becomes the current node.
Case 4: y # x and y does not own a token. In this case bal(y) < 0. If bal(g) = -k, then this case occurs k times for y. Let i be the number of existing tokens.
The algorithm puts a new token Ti+l on z with owner C, creates a fresh chain of color i + 1 consisting of P (the first chain with color i + 1), and moves the robot back to s. The initial chain C'. becomes the current chain, s becomes the current node. This leads to the algorithm given in Figure 4 . We use x to denote the current node, C to denote the current chain, k the number of tokens used, and j the highest index of a chain.
Lines 4-17 of the code correspond to item 3 above. Line 6 and 7 correspond to Case 1, lines 8-13 correspond to Cases 2 and 3, and lines 14-16 to Case 4. Lines 18 and 19 implement item 2 and item 1, respectively.
Additionally, the algorithm maintains a tree T such that each chain C corresponds to a node v(C) of T and Algorithm Balance 1. j:=()..
while C is unfinished do 4.
while 3 new outgoing edge at x do 5.
Traverse new edges starting at .r until stuck at a node~. Call this path P. 6. if y = x then 'i.
Insert P into C: 8.
else if y has a token then 9.
if 3 Move robot to x; 18.
.Move robot to first unfinished node z that appears on C' after its startnode; z := z; 19.
C := Relocate(C); x = startnode of C: 20. until C = empty-chain. We also say a token T or an edge e is contained in T,, if owner(r), respectively the chain of e is contained in T,. If all chains in T,, are finished, we say that T. is finished.
To represent T, the algorithm assigns a parent to each chain.
To relocate the robot needs to be able to move on explored edges from the endpoint of a chain C to its startnode. This is always possible, since at the beginning of each subphase the explored edges forma strongly connected graph.
To avoid that an edge is traversed often for this purpose, we define for each chain C a path closure (C) connecting the endnode of C with the startnode of C such that an edge belongs to closure(C) for at most dOflOg'1 chains C. Finally, we will show that closure(C) is traversed at most 0(d2 ) times.
A path Q is called a C-completion if it connects the endnode of a chain C with the startnode of C. A path Q in the graph is called i-uniform if it is a concatenation of chains of color i. Let u be a node of T. A path Q in the graph is TU-homogeneous if any maximal subpath R of Q that does not belong to TU is (a) i-uniform for some color i; (b) the edge of Q preceding R is the last edge of a chain of color i: and (c) the edge of Q after R is the first edge of a chain of color i.
We try to choose closure (C) to be "as local to C" as possible: Let S(C) be the set of explored edges when C becomes the current chain for the first time. Given S(C), a(C) is the lowest ancestor of v(C) in T such that a T=(C) -homogeneous completion of C exists in S(C). Note that a(C) is well-defined since each chain has a T,,(CO)-homogeneous completion.
The path closure(C) is an arbitrary Ta(cj-homogeneous completion of C USing only edges of S(C).
The algorithm can compute closure (C) whenever C becomes the current chain for the first time without moving the robot.
Procedure
Relocate(C) 1. if all chains are finished then return (empty xhain). 2. else Move robot to startnode of C along closure; 3.
while C # Co and T,,(c) is finished do 4.
Move robot to start node of parent(C) along closure {purent(C));
5.
C := parent(C); 6.
while C is finished do 7.
Let CI, C2, ..., Cl be the chains with parent(c~) = C, 1< k~i. Let ck be the chain such that TV(C,) contains the smallest number of tokens among all : '2 '&k: "; ': :;a;:;d:n:fnyed chains; 8.
.-. ,; 9.
Move robot to x; 10.
if C is not in progress then 11.
Compute closure; 1~-return(C).
We describe the Relocation procedure. In the relocation step, the robot repeatedly moves from the current chain to its parent until it reaches a chain C such that 
Proofl
We say that the algorithm first int reduces the token r~at y in line 16.
Let in,, (v) and out,, (v) denoted the number of visited incoming and visited outgoing edges of v, respectively. Let t (7?) be the total number of tokens introduced on node v in line 16. We show inductively that rnax{int ( u) -out,, (v), O} = t(v). Since at termination in, (u) = in (v) and out,,(v) = out(v), it follows that The claim max{inl, (v) -out,,(v), O} = t(v) holds initially.
Let P be the newly explored path when the first token is placed on v, i.e. when the algorithm gets stuck at v for the first time. Before P enters v, in, (r) = out, (v). Traversing P increments in,, (v) by 1 and sets in,, (v) -out,, (r) = 1. Thus. the claim holds. Let P be the newly explored path when token i is placed on u. It follows inductively that inV ( u) -out,, ( 7?) = i -1 before P enters u and traversing P increments the value by 1 as before. u We prove next some invariant.
3. progr( .s.L, or jir7/,shcd. p(lrf nf(( ') L, jil)i.shf{l.
Ixt (< bf o rhain of color i. 1~i~d. (u) If C' is fresh, (' does aot own a token, T, is [ocatfd at ths tartnode of C. and parrnt(C) = oumf r(Ti ). (b) If
(' is in progress and not th? current chain, then C is the owner of som~token r.
E(ery chain C is the parent of at most d chains.
Proof Part 1. Procedure Relocate ensures that parent(C) is finished before C is taken into progress. Part 2a. When C' is first created in line 1? or 1,5 of Batance. G is placed on the startnode of C'. Whenever the robot gets stuck at the current start node of C and removes~i, chain C is extended by a path P because C' is not in progress.
Token~i is placed on the new startnode of C'. Lines 13 and 16 ensure that the parent of C is always the owner of rt.
Part 2b. We show that whenever C is the current chain and Balance leaves C to continue work on an other chain. C becomes the owner of a token.
Chain C is unfinished. Thus, if C is the current chain, Balance can only leave C to continue work on an other chain during lines ,5-17 of the algorithm.
In this situation, Proofi Let active(C) = 1 iff C is the current chain, and let actiue(C) = O otherwise. Let token(C) be the number of tokens ownecl by C, and let g(C) = ioken(C) + active(C).
Finally. let g(u) =~~,v~r]~~,, 9(C) = ,(Tl, ) + actil,e( Tt, ). We show by induction on the steps of the algorithm that Ig(u) -g(r)l~1.
The claim holds initially. For a subtree T. of T, the values LC(Tl, ) and actiue(T,, ) only change in lines 13, 16, and 19 of Balance and in lines 4 and 9 of procedure
1.).
Sote first that chall,ges in '1'do not affect the invariant: fVhenever T changes, r(c"') receives a new child and {' is not yet finishecl (or the algorithtn has not yet determined that C is finishecl). Thus, the children of C'
are not yet in progress, i.e. they do not own any tokens by Proposition 1. Thus. the claim holds for any pair of children of v(~).
LVe consider next all changes to UJ(TU) and acti~e(T, ). LirLe 13: Let C be the current chain before the execution of line 13. Note that token(C') increases by 1, acfirw(C) becomes 0, token(C') decreases by 1, and active (C" ) becomes 1. Thus, g(C') and g(~'), and, hence, g(u) is unchanged for every node v E T. Line 16: Note that (i) g(C") is unchanged by the same argument as for line 13. (ii) g(C") is unchanged, since token (C") and act ive(C' ) are unchanged, and (iii) g (Co) is increased by 1. Since CO only contributes to g(v(CO)) and V(CO) is the root of T, the claim holds.
Line 19 of Balance/Line~and 9 of Relocate: Let be the current chain before the execution of line 3 or 7 and let C be the current chain afterwards. is finished. Thus, we are left with line 7. Note that attire(r) drops to Oand active(C) increases to 1. Thus. for every node L' such that T. contains either both the parent, and its child or neither the parent nor its child, g{ v) is unchanged.
The only remaining subtree is T,,(c). Before the execution of line 7, for any sibling C' of c', V(T,,(C)) < W(T,,(C-r)) < Ul(T~(CJ) + 1. Since If there is no such ancestor u, then let u be V(CO). Then there exists a TV-homogeneous C-completion.
Proofi
By assumption, the graph of explored edges is strongly connected, which implies that there exists a T,,(cO)-homogeneous C'-cornplet ion. Suppose that t here are d nodes Ul, . . . , Ud satisfying (a) and (b). For j = 1. . . . . d, let Cv, be the chain corresponding to~j. If one of the nodes U13. . . . lld. say u~. is of color i, then there is the following T~, -homogeneous C-completion: Follow edges of color i until you reach the startnode of CU~, then walk 'down" in Tt,~along ancestors of C to the startnorle of C'. Following the edges of color i gives a T,,-homogeneous path from C to every chain Cjl for 1 < j~cf. We want to show that there exists a T,,-hornogenous path to a chain Cj,~(J ). }Ve consider the following game on a d x maxj l(j) grid, where for 1 < j g d. square (j, k) has the color of (~j,~for 1 < k s l(j) and no color for k > 1(j). Thus, all squares (j. 1) have color i and no other squares have color i. Initially all squares (j, 1) are checked, all other squares are unchecked. .4 square is checked if the robot can move to the start node of the corresponding chain on a T,, -homogeneous path. The rules of the game are: (Note that the startnode of Cj,,k,_l belongs to C'j~,k,.) .4 sqaare (j, k) of color i' gets checked whenet'er there exists a square (j'. k') of color i' such that square (j', k' -1) is checlwd and there exists a path of color-i' edges from the endnode of Cjr. kf to the startnode of C'jyk.
The game terminates when one of the squares (j. l(j)) is checked or wh~n no more square can be checked.
We will show that one of the squares (j, l(j)) can be checked.
This shows that, there is a TU-honlogeneous path from C to L-j+/(j). Since Uj is an ancestor of L'(~), the same argument, as above shows that there exists a TU-homogeneous C-completion.
We employ the pigeonhole principle: Initially, there are d checked squares (j, 1 ) for 1~j < d and each square (j, 2) has a color i' # i. Since there are at most d -1 other colors, there must be two squares (s, 2) and (t, 2) with the same color i'. Since the edges of color i' form a chain. there is either a path from C$,2 to C't.2 or vice versa. Thus, one of the two squares can be checked. Inductively, there are d checked squares (j. k(j)) such that (j, k(j) + 1) is unchecked.
None of the squares (j, k(j) + 1) has color i and thus, there must be two squares (j, k(j) + 1) with the same color, which leads to checking one of the two squares.
The game continues until one of the squares (j, 1(j)) has been checked. Next }ve analyze executions of line 18. Let .r and y be the tail and the heat] of c. i.e. e = (.r, y). Let Cl be the portion of C' that consists of the path from the start uode of c"< to ,r. similarly, let ('2 he the path from y to the endnode of C. It is not hard to show that, e is traversed for the first time in line 18~vhen all nodes on C'1 are finished and the robot moves to the next unfinished node on C2. The edge e can be traversed again (a) if the robot gets stuck at a node on C'* and moves to the next, unfinished node of C, or (b) if the robot traverses C from its startnode, since procedure Relocate ret urned chain C. Every time case (a) occurs, a token is removed from Cl. and this token cannot be placed again on Cl. Since there are OUIYd tokens. e can be traversed at most d more times in case (a) after it was traversed the first time in that line. Every time case (b) occurs. token(C')+actit~e( C') increases by 1, while no other step of the algorithm can decrease this value as long as C is unfinished.
Thus, case (b) occurs at most d + 1 times. u Thus. it only remains to bound how often an edge is traversed in Relocate.
A chain C" is dependent on a chain C if C' E T, (C) and cbsure (C") is not TUhomogeneous for any true descendant u of v(C). 
Proof:
Let ni (C') be the total number of chains of color i dependent on C. For a color i, 1 < i < d, and an integer d, 1 < J < d, let
TU(C) contains at most d of the d tokens whenever actiue(T,,(C) ) = 1}.
We will show that for any d, 1~6~d, and any color i, (1) iVi (6) < d2,Vi ([d/2j) and (2) A~i(l) = 1. This
, the lemma follows. To prove ( 1), fix a color i and an integer d. Consider a subt ree T,,(C) that contains at most d tokens when actire(T,, (C)) = 1. Out of all chains dependent on C', let C" be the chain whose closure is computed last. We show that when the algorithm computes closure. then the number of chains of color i that, are already dependent on C is at most
Letul, u2,.. ., UI be the sequence of nodes (from lowest to highest) on the path from u (C') to V(C') such that every node uj, j = 1, 2, . . . . 1, has a child~j with (a) Ttj contains a node of color i, and (b) u(C) @ T",. By Finally we show that, Ni ( 1) = 1. If a subtree TU((:) contains at most one token wheneyer acti~c(TU(C)) = 1, then each node in T.(C) has only one child, by Proposition 1. Since Tt,(c) never branches, it can contain at most one chain of color i that is dependent on C. u Lemma 6 For euery chain C, there exist at most d210gd+l chains C' c Tl, (c-) such that closure uses edges of C.
Proof
Let C be an arbitrary chain and let r E T be the node corresponding to C. We show that if a chain C' E T,,(C) is not dependent on C. then closure( (7) does not, use edges of C. Lemma 6 follows inmlediately from Lemma 5.
If a chain C' 6 T,,[C) is not, dependent on C, then the path closure(~' ) is Tu~homogeneous for a descendant u of v. Suppose that a Ttl-hotnogeneous path P would use edges of C. Let i be the color of C'. Chain C does not belong to T.. Thus, after P has visited C', it may only traverse chains of color i until it reaches again a chain of color i that belongs to Tll. Note that, all chains of color i that are reachable from C via edges of color i must have been generated earlier that C. However, all chain in TU were generated later than C. We conclude that a TU-homogeneous path cannot use edges of C. u 'TIIe proof is onlitltxl. 
Proofi
Let e be an arbitrary edge of chain C. Edge e is traversed for the first time when it is explored cluring an execution of line 5 of the Balance algorithm. By Lemma 4, it can be traversed W+ 2 times during executions of lines 17 and 18. By Lemmas 6 and 7, e belongs to at most dz '"s '+1+ (d+ 2)d2 '0gd+2 paths closure. We show that each path c~osurT(C' ) is traversed at most d(d + 1) times. The path closur-e(C') is used at most d times during an execution of line 2 of Relocate, since each time a token is removed from the finished chain C'. The path closur-e(C') can also be used at most dz times in line 4 of Relocate, since each time a token is removed from the finished subtree Tu(c,, ) of a child C" of c{.
Finally, the edge e might be traversed d(d + 1) times in line 9 of Relocate.
When e is traversed in line 9, then (i) either the robot had moved to Co after the introduction of a new token (line 16) or (ii) there exists an ancestor u of v(C) with a child z such that the robot was stuck at a node in TE and T. is finished. Thus, by going "up" the tree T in lines 3-5, the robot reached u. Case (i) occurs at most d times. When C' becomes the current chain for the first time, let Ul, . . . . ul be the ancestors of v(C) such that each Uj has a child Z!j with (a) T., contains unfinished chains. and (b) v @ T.,. By Proposition 1, the nodes U1, . . . . UI can have a total of d children satisfying (a) and (b). Since each subtree rooted at one of these children can contain at most, d tokens, case (ii) occurs at most, d2 times.
Thus, edge e is traversed at most
times. Multiplying the bound by d to account for restarts shows the theorem. u
We note that the total number of edge traversals used by Balance is also 0(min{dn2 + m, rim}), where n is the number of nodes in the graph. For the 0(dn2 + m) bound observe that the robot gets stuck at every node at most d times, i.e., it gets stuck a total of O(dn) times. In each relocation step it traverses at most n edges. A similar argument shows the O(nm) bound.
4
A tight lower bound for the algorithm and modifications
Balance
In this section we give first a lower bound for the Balance algorithm and afterwards we give lower bounds for modifications of Balance. ProoE lVe show that there exists a graph G = ( t". E) and an edge c E E that is traversed dn~'o~'~J times while Balance explores G. The theorem follows by replacing e by a path of~(m) edges.
The graph is a union of chains C', each of which consists of three edges. a startnode, an endnode and two interior nodes /71(C) and V2(C'). The interior nodes belong to exactly one chain and have up to one outgoing edge. We describe G, see also , is a subgraph that has two incoming edges whose startnodes do not belong to Ph but whose endnodes do, and 6 outgoing edges whose startnode belongs to Ph but whose endnodes do not. A problem P6, with 15E{2,..., 5} haa two incoming and two outgoing edges: a problem P 1 has one incoming and one outgoing edge. In the case of Pd, the two incoming edges start at VI(Co) and V2(C~o ), respectively; the d outgoing edges all point to Z.
A chains D$ and J' recursive subproblems Pj~', 1~j~d'. These components are assembled as follows. One of the incoming edges of P6 is the first edge of C~,l. Node ~.l((:;,k:I is ille starIIIo(le of ( ;',A+l. I < j. A < {i'. .~o(lc' .,,,l+l) is thf~tarlllode of C'f+l,l. 1 < j < d' -1. ("1( (<"
The last edge of ('~,k. 1 < k < 6'+ 1. is an outgoing edge of Pi. The endnode of (~j~is equal to the start node of{~_lk, ?<j<d'an~ll <k< J' +1. Nodes ,~i~-$,k), 1 < j,k < J'. have no outgoing edge but nodes Lĩ $~(~~a,+l), 1~j~d' -1. do. (Xa]n C~J.JJ+l has no outgoing edges.
The second incoming edge of Pd is the first edge of a chain D: and, for 2 s j < 6'. the edge leaving v2(c;_1, J)+1 ) is the first edge of D$. For 1~j < J', the last edge of D: is an outgoing edge of Pa. The two edges leaving the interior nodes of the chain point into a subproblem P:'. All outgoing edges of P~' are edges that also leave P*. Balance colors each P~', 2~j~J', in the same way as P~(, but the outgoing edges of P1~' point into P~ll.
We identify the sources of C~, i.e. the nodes having higher indegree than outdegree.
At each source, indegree and outdegree differ by W'e analyze the number of edge traversals used by Balance on G'. Consider a problem P&, 6 s 6 s d, and let d' = lc$/3] -1. Suppose that Balance has just generated C$,j, +~, for some 1 < j < c!'. Since the strand of chains C!,~, . . .. C;,,,+, contains 6' + 1 tokens, Balance does not explore the unvisited edges out of~~,6~+1 before the subproblem P;' attached to D$ is finished.
Let N(d) be the number of times the following event happens while Balance works on a problem PJ: Balance generates a new chain, gets stuck and cannot reach a node with new outgoing edges by using only edges in P6. Problem Pd cent ains 6' subproblems P:', . . . . P~~.
Every time Balance gets stuck in a subproblem P;', 1~j s d', and has to leave P;' in order to resume exploration, it also has to leave Pa. This is because of the following facts: (1) When Balance explores P:', the subproblems Pf(, . . . . The proof is omitted.
